
Part 6 - True Constitution Petitions 

 

 

 

INVOCATION:  Radiant ‘I AM’ Presence, We Call Forth the Light of Your Perfect Joy, 

Equilibrium, Harmony, Peace and Love Into Our Hearts and Minds This Day.  Shine the 
Light of Your Divine Wisdom and Understanding to Reveal to Us All the patterns, 
beliefs, ingrained habits and lower thought forms that create imbalances which are 
not of Your Highest Truth, Light, Love and Infinite Realm of Possibility.  Strengthen Our 
Mental Focus Anchoring It in the Divine Intelligence Centres Located in Our Higher 
Hearts.  Give Us the Divine Understanding to Take Full Command of Our Thoughts, 
Feelings and Actions so That We Consciously Choose to Steadily Walk the Highest Path 
for Ourselves and Those We Love and Aspire to Serve.  Make Us Instantly Aware When 
We stray in thought, word or deed from the Highest Patterns of Christ Consciousness 
and Its Electronic Cosmic Sacred White Fire Christ Light Frequencies That Encompass 
Balance, Love, Neutrality, Forgiveness, Heightened Awareness and All of the 12 
Complementary Virtues of Inner Discipleship That Constitute Our Holy and Perfect 
Design.   

THE ELEMENTAL GRACE ALLIANCE COUNCIL, THE HUMAN CONTINGENCY: - Good morning 
Dear Ones, today’s sharing has become a vital part of the overall, presentation that hopefully 
bring a better understanding to the progressive nature that has allowed for the completion 
of the ‘True Constitution’.  This part in the overall scheme of things is so important that it is 
desired to present it as the whole of a previous Discourse given by Beloved St. Germain and 
which has within it, an excerpt from the Great Divine Director that explains in detail the very 
Essence of what this ‘True Constitution’ is all about!  This Discourse was one of the Alchemy 
Class Teachings with St. Germain.  So rather than approach this as the EGA presenting this 
Petition it truly is Brother St. Germain who is presenting this Petition from His own position 
and involvement.  So first let this now be shared as part of this Application and Presentation. 

St. GERMAIN:  Greetings Dear Ones, today is the New Moon for February and so it is very 
fitting that We are beginning Our New Ascension Alchemy ‘I AM’ Freedom Class Together.  
We have a lot to cover in this first Part of the New Class Study, Training and Their Associated 
Activities.  As you are all aware, the EGA in general remains within the Respite/Reprieve 
period in which the EGA has now been divided into those who wished to remain inactive, 
seeing this opportunity to step back to do their own thing; and those of you’re here who have 
held True to your ‘I AM’ Presence Guidance, to stay Focused and Attentive to what is now 
transpiring to be something that not even We The Masters anticipated. 

This then is Proving to be something far Greater than just an Alchemy Class and this I need to 
Qualify in more detail for you!  Not that this Class will be expected in anything less than what 
I have already made clear for you in the beginning, for that will remain unchanged and 
unaltered as to your Commitment and Energetic Participation, Faith, Trust and Love all in 
Divine Order. 



Very few people upon the planet today, are even aware of what ‘I AM’ going to speak of 
briefly today!  And if it were not for Our Brother here meeting with the Hierarchy on Kauai in 
2006, it might have remained more illusory than it is today.  I speak here of the New Human 
Prototype.  So, what does this mean?  Human Prototype?  As you are aware by now, We the 
Masters are very specific when we use words and again the word ‘Prototype’ was used with 
Peter in 2006 when he was made aware that he, himself was born a Human Prototype for the 
Anchoring of the New Civilization.  We used this word so not to alarm, or draw undue 
attention to it at the time, for humanity, that is, so the New World Servers, would not react 
to it in a negative way, but in due course to Respond to it with New Awareness, Seeing It with 
the Eyes of God as Being Part of the New Civilization as an Individualized Expression of the 
New Human Angel, Ascended Master in Physical Manifestation, Hierarchy upon Earth. 

This Human Prototype back then was to test the waters, so to speak of how humanity may 
move through the remaining ‘I AM’ Presence Tests without undue delay or irrevocable 
damage to the human biology.  One could also call these New Humans, Living Examples, 
Exemplars, Archetypes, Model Patterns or as We All would Love to Achieve as Being the 
Original Genetic Profile Representatives of the First Adam Kadmon Human Race; Be-Coming 
the First Wave of the Second Coming of the New Adam Lilith Kadmon Man and Woman.   

In 2006, Our Brother was told, that he was just one of those potential Beings.  And that meant 
that his, that IS YOUR, All of You Here Reading or Listening to this Discourse, Divine Mission 
contained the following:-   

• Came here to this Planet to be a Living Earth Christ by Design within the Human 
Experience. 

• Came to Earth at this time to close the gap bringing greater potentials to manifest 
Heaven on Earth by filling in the missing pieces. 

• Came in to be an Empath and Clairsentient Being, so that you may feel and know other 
people’s feelings. 

• Came having Everything you do being supported Consciously by the Universe. 

• Came having Everything you do IS for the Greater Glory of God and Humanity. 

• Came having a direct link to the Universe that shall be activated through Nature. 

• Came to Create through your links to Higher Beings. 

• Came to Unify all Bodies of Consciousness, Linking all Universes with the Golden 
Light/Ray. 

• Came to Activate the 6th Light Body of a Christed One.  (Golden Ray) 

• Came to Earth as a Soul Incarnate of an Ascended Master. 

• Came to Earth as Human Prototype to test out what and how will be the best way to 
embody the Divine Virtues and Qualities of the Christ within this Life Plan. 

• Came in with your DNA already programmed with all the information and codes 
necessary to achieve The Goal of the Plan but having to be the one to activate the DNA 
strands through your own Self- Activations with Conscious Awareness and through 
your own personal Life Experiences. 

• Came Knowing that It was the Hierarchy that Administers this Planet that will choose 
the timing of the events for the Activation of the Christed Ones to Walk upon the 
Planet again. 

• Came Knowing it is all about the timing or Divine Order. 



 
What was not told back then, was that all this would not be an Individual Journey but a Group 
Journey, as you have all discovered now!  It was Our Beloved Master The Great Divine 
Director, Who has already defined the Human Prototype back in the 1960’s, when He shared 
this with you, from the Lucille Cedercrans Communications on Ashramic Synthesis, Lesson 6, 
which is a lead into the next aspect of this which I wish to discuss here within this Discourse. 

The Divine Prototype 

“Focused into that Focal Point, which is defined as a human being, then, is not only the lower 
levels of the planetary consciousness, but the Higher Levels as well, even that which carries 
the Logoic Purpose, or the Logoic Will; and just as the lower states of consciousness influence 
and impress the man in the brain, so do the Higher States of Consciousness which Know no 
limitations.  Just as the individual Disciple or Initiate is concerned with the Integration of his 
or her Total Consciousness into One Focal Point, which can become so Synthesized as to Be-
Come a Responsive Unit within the Body of God, so is the Planetary Life Endeavouring to 
Synthesize the Sum Total of His Consciousness into One Unit, One Responsive Unit Within the 
Body of God. 

“Today, (more so now in 2020), the effort to establish the Divine Prototype within human flesh 
is being made with a new INTENSITY, which you cannot begin to grasp.  Your response to this 
effort makes possible the incarnation into your brain awareness of that Divine Consciousness 
which Over Lights you, of Those Higher States of Consciousness which are not imprisoned 
Within the Body of God. 

“The Hierarchy Works today to Externalize an Ashramic Group, an Ashramic Consciousness 
upon the face of the Earth.  The Endeavour is being made to bring into outer appearance an 
incarnation of the Christ via a Group Vehicle.  This Group will not consist of a few individuals 
in one room, in one city, in one state, in one part of the world.  It will consist of a Group which 
is composed of all of those Disciples and Initiates throughout the entire world who respond to 
the impact of the Plan and who in their Response, Consciously Initiate themselves into the 
Hierarchical effort That consciousness, which is human in its nature, human in its response, 
whether that consciousness be so-called subconscious or whether it be conscious, is not more 
Powerful than the Plan.  It is not more Powerful than the Spiritual Soul, it is not more Powerful 
than God.  If you can conceive of what can take place, not for you as an individual, but for 
humanity, within the body of humanity, within that consciousness which is humanity and if 
you can Respond to that Concept to that Vision of what can be done, then you have Initiated 
Yourselves into the Hierarchical Effort. 

“Your consciousness is heavy with limitation.  It is heavy with the interpretations which you 
yourselves have given to your experiences.  It has yet to Realize that Alignment which 
supersedes any possibility of interference insofar as the working out of the Plan is concerned.  
The Hierarchy, the Light of Wisdom, the Light of Understanding, the Light of Love, Over Lights 
humanity today and Seeks Entry into the three worlds, yet it Seeks a Doorway through which 
it can enter into the three worlds of human endeavour.  That Doorway will be a Group - a 
Group whose Consciousness is so Completely Aligned with the Plan that such things as human 
frailty, human mistakes, though they be made, cannot interfere with the Building of that 
Doorway. 



“As a Group is Established within the world, within the body of humanity, (and again I refer 
not to a small group, I refer to a vast Group throughout the world, Consciously Working, 
Consciously Responding to Hierarchical Impulse) as that Group is Established, as that 
Consciousness Integrates into a Focus of Receptivity to the Plan, to Light, then that Plan and 
Light shall put down into the body of humanity to reveal itself within every consciousness, 
within every form throughout the entire body of humanity. 

“It is the Building of an Ashramic Consciousness, the Building of an Invocative Centre, to which 
you have responded.  As you receive your Training, as you contemplate Higher and Higher 
Concepts of Truth, those Concepts of Truth which are Universal in Their Application, regardless 
of the mistakes you might make, as you contemplate these Concepts of Truth and as you 
sincerely attempt to incorporate them into your daily life and affairs, they have their effect 
within the body of humanity.  They Lift the Frequency of human consciousness, bit by bit, 
fraction by fraction, until that consciousness too becomes responsive to the Plan, 
unconsciously at first, but with an Ever-Increasing Awareness of its Response. 

“The actual Building of such a Group in the outer world is somewhat difficult, because this 
Group must function along New Age lines.  It will function without any visible Leader, without 
any visible organization.  It must necessarily Respond to the Plan and each Member, or each 
small Group unit within it, Initiates those activities in the outer life and affairs which manifest 
the Plan, but without a Central Leader, without any one individual directing the Activities of 
the Group.  Each Member must Work as a Soul.  Where the Individual and the Groups of 
Individuals Respond to this Plan and make themselves available for whatever training is their 
karmic right, the fact of their availability will be taken advantage of.  They will receive that 
Training.  Their Consciousness will be Impressed with whatever Concept of Truth to which they 
are Receptive, via Inner Attitude and in this Way a New Ashramic Consciousness will be 
brought into Manifestation within the body of humanity; within the three worlds of human 
endeavour to do Its Work, to Work Its Magic within the Consciousness Aspect of humanity. 

“One of the points that ‘I AM’ attempting to make at this time is that the lower state of 
consciousness with which you have so much difficulty, that tremendous Group Life which 
constitutes the personality, the hidden subjective personality aspect, that these apparent 
obstacles to the Growth and Development of the Consciousness of the Soul Itself, into that 
Divine Being which it is, are only apparent.  The True Power, the Divine Power, lies in the Higher 
Realms of Consciousness; regardless of where a man or woman might be in awareness, in 
understanding, if within his or her heart there is Love and Inspiration and within their mind 
there is that need to comprehend, to know and if out of the two of these there is some Desire 
to Be of Service, then this man or woman can Invoke into their own vehicle, into their own life 
and affairs, that Higher Power which will make possible his or her Conscious Service to the 
Plan.”  End Excerpt 

As you begin to see the Bigger Picture, through the Divine Understanding of the pieces of the 
Divine Plan as they are presented to you, you will find yourselves opening to Higher 
Awareness quite naturally.  Maybe not acknowledged at first, or even perceived at the time, 
those ‘Seeds’ that were implanted in the past are now receiving Divine Activation from within 
your own DNA Encodements allowing Greater Knowledge to move into your Conscious 
Awareness, where you can now bring those Seeds of Consciousness into a New Life Form 
through the Application of God Life by Use of the Divine Virtues of a Living Christ! 



You will remember just a few scant months ago, that you wanted to Create a New Website.  
A Website that you will call ‘I AM’ One World Nation!  How Beautiful then; ‘the Consciousness 
will be Impressed with whatever Concept of Truth to which they are Receptive, via Inner 
Attitude and in this Way a New Ashramic Consciousness will be brought into Manifestation 
within the body of humanity; within the three worlds of human endeavour to do Its Work, to 
Work Its Magic within the Consciousness Aspect of humanity’.   

Each New World Server is responsible to Birth his or her own ‘I AM’ Presence and therefore 
their Own Golden Light Body along with Their Own Mighty Powers upon the Earth.  No-one is 
separate from the Whole; All are interrelated with one another and the Re-Birth of the ‘I AM’ 
Consciousness must Serve the overall Good-To-Do and Good-To-Be for that Whole. 

Therefore, Unification within the three worlds of human endeavour must Invocate Spiritual 
demonstrations (not to be confused with protests) and in this case as part of the New Body of 
Christ beginning to Manifest within the New Realms of Physicality upon Earth, a New ‘I AM’ 
One World Nation, has been conceived and awaiting its physical manifestation. 

This ‘I AM’ One World Nation shall be the congregation of all Souls on Earth who will dedicate 
themselves to Serve God First and Foremost and then the ‘I AM’ Presence of each other 
Individualized Presence.  Each person then becomes a potential of the New ‘I AM’ One World 
Nation Citizen, regardless of their race, age, gender, religious denomination, nationality or 
exoteric or esoteric affiliation.  As New World Servers United to Birth the Light Body of Each 
One you are now beginning to see how you are demonstrating in many ways the New World 
Divine Human Prototype that will Evolve into a Divine Spiritual World Government upon the 
Earth, that will be Inaugurated by the Living Christs after the Second Coming in the near 
future. 

As in the Macrocosm of the Planetary Life, so in the Microcosm of Individualized Conscious 
Awareness, each reflecting the Life of a Singularity of the ‘I AM’ One World Nation; each 
Citizen Acting as an Individualized Cell of Divine Consciousness, Working with a Specific Divine 
Virtue through thoughts and patterns of Soul Consciousness.  Therefore, through the 
continued Purification of the ego personality body, temple and nation from within, you 
continue to Demonstrate, Lead By Example, Exemplify or Radiate the Very Virtues and 
Essences of the Christed Light Body.  Separation must therefore be bridged before this ‘I AM’ 
One World Nation will become a Reality for the masses!  That is the Whole Divine Purpose 
and Will of the Elemental Grace Alliance Council herein. 

The Great Divine Director says it perfectly when He said within Lesson 4 - Application for 
Ashramic Synthesis: 

“One might well ask, is there no other way to Appropriate the Synthesis Energy?  Ah, My 
Brothers and Sisters, the inequity of separativeness rears its ugly head.  But then yes, there is 
another way.  Every Energy which reaches you comes to you through a series of centres which, 
aligned with one another, provide its path of least resistance.  You may use the path of least 
resistance created by your own Ray Energies.  Align the bodies, the Soul, the Monad and so 
reaching toward the Source, you will receive the Energy according to the Perfection or non-
perfection of your own interior alignment; your Ability to Comprehend the Truths which are 
the Soul of the Energy; and your Power potential in Service. 



“Choose whichever Technique you will and Serve.  ... 

“Certainly, the ordinary common laws of Brother, Sisterhood are applicable in the Use of 
Synthesis.  Technically, it is applied directly to the situation or circumstance via meditative 
direction and the use of the voice, hands, or eyes as Focal Points of distribution.  The latter are 
first Aligned from the meditative Focus with the Inflowing Synthesis and then, via the Devas 
of Synthesis in the Etheric Network, with the target (so to speak). 

“To successfully Apply the Synthesis Energy, one must first divorce oneself from all emotion 
(taking care to include the emotion of others as well as one's own in the divorcing) regarding 
the situation or circumstance.  One rises above the sense of good and bad, pleasant, or 
unpleasant, desirable, or undesirable and recognizes the need for evolutionary change.  That 
change, from an ever-diminishing darkness to an Ever-Increasing and Illuminating Light, 
becomes the common necessity, the Goal to be achieved in every instance. 

“One's Divine Love Embraces all equally.  One's Compassion fulfils need, soothes and quiets 
torment, forgives and stops guilt and finally transmutes the many shades of hate into an 
Understanding Love.  One’s mind, brain and nervous system organize Truth, in the 
construction of that New Way of Life which humanity is seeking, Building a New Form of 
thought here, a New Automatic Response there, a New Quality into one's relationships, a New 
Clarity and Purpose into one’s words and finally a New Life Form altogether. 

“This Living Organism, Arrangement, Design and Constitution of Truth, which is the task of 
every Disciple and Initiate in the field today (regardless of his or her Department of Service), is 
Based upon a New Understanding of the Pairs of Opposites.  Remember that Synthesis Actually 
Synthesizes the many into the One.  The Disciple or Initiate who is working with this Energy 
looks for the Right Relationship of all apparently separated parts, so that that which appears 
by itself as false and unreal is finally seen as a facet of the Many-Faceted Jewel of Truth. 

“Nothing is discarded as actually false or wrong, or bad, but rather it is gathered into Its Right 
Relationship with the other Pieces of the Whole.  The Whole or Total Unit then becomes a part 
of the heretofore missing Pattern of the Divine Plan for humanity and Serves its Purpose.  In 
so doing it becomes an Illuminating Force in the world.” End Excerpt. 

I don’t wish to delve into too much information here, only to bring to your Attention and 
Awareness that what is Transpiring herein, as part of the Ever-Increasing Reality of what you 
have Accepted as Part of your Covenants and Decrees within this Divine Plan and as Part of 
this Ashramic Group called the Elemental Grace Alliance, albeit, One Group of Cells, a Group 
Consciousness of a single Living Organism of the Whole. 

So, I want to show you that apart from the Absolute Necessity to Perfect the Art of Ascension 
Alchemy, this will all play out within the 3 Distinct Spheres of Rays 1, 2 and 7.  You may have 
already begun to consider how you are going to give this Class Unwavering Commitment 
when you also have Rays 1, 2 and 7 Fields of Engagement to both Represent and bring about 
into Manifestation?  I tell you, as long as you follow these Class Discourses and Activities All 
will fall into place with Ease and Grace and All In Divine Order.  Unwavering Commitment 
simply means holding your Attention, Focus and Faith Resolute, Steadfast and Untiringly upon 



the Principles and Divine Virtues that you MUST embody before this Divine Human Prototype 
shall be allowed to be made manifest.   

That means, follow and become Reliable, Dependable and Faithful Living Examples of the Full 
Expressions of the 28 Rules of Engagement, toward Be-Coming a Christed Being, using every 
second of time you have available, both asleep and awake, ‘APPROPRIATING’ the 
Manifestation now of Be-Coming the Christed Ones You came to Be!  Look the word 
‘Appropriation‘ up within your DK Discourses, for there is not a single activity physical, mental, 
emotional or Spiritual within your life, personal, family, Group or within the Impersonality of 
the ‘I AM’ Presence, that cannot be embraced therein!  Every single breath you take, can be 
‘Appropriated’ toward your Divine Will and Purpose!  That is what I mean when I say I Demand 
that you are an Unwavering Member of My Class and Study.  This then leaves no area in your 
life that cannot be embraced while still remaining within My Class.  So, you can do many 
things, while still remaining present and focused herein these Alchemy Classes, if your 
Appropriations of your Energies are correctly managed. 

‘I AM’ St. Germain 

May You Pass Every Test   

End of Discourse. 

We are Grateful for this Knowledge to help us comprehend all that we have done within the 
Core Nucleus Group, that in turn has given us an incredible Opportunity to work with such a 
far-reaching ‘True Constitution’ to be made manifest.  Never in Our wildest Imaginings did 
we see what was coming, or its phenomenal connection to the US Constitution, or the timing 
of its Consecration!  So many remarkable comparisons, associations and analogies, especially 
from the Spiritual perspectives.  But what else could we expect with Brother St. Germain at 
the Helm, Guiding Us! 

Perhaps we were not always conscious of the choices made along the way, or not without 
some huge mistakes, with our tumbles and disorientations, but we kept on keeping on in the 
belief and Knowing that what the Elemental Grace Alliance began with, how could we ever 
fail in anything we took upon with both Hands and Heart working in Unison!  We corrected 
to the best of our human abilities, the mistakes, seeking easier approaches and holding True 
to the Trust and Faith Resolute and finally being able to show what Beloved Master Rakoczy 
spoke of Creating a New Doorway for the Masters to one day walk through to be closer to the 
New World Servers and Humanity physically to carry on the Higher Work.   

The Opportunities continue to arrive at Our Open Heart to Serve, but we do remain, at this 
time, short of the Dear Souls who will hear the Group Note that we send out often, to come 
forward and join us in more fervently within Our Two Groups.  We were told in 2015 that this 
would not be easy and it has not been, not at all!  But now we have so much more to work 
with and the tremendous help that Lady Portia revealed to us that the birth of the EGA as a 
Living Organism had its own Genetic Profile and that the Members would play out those 
Profiles depending upon what Resonances they were at!  This was a total Revelation for us!  
Today we are wiser, more aware and more determined to lift the EGA above and beyond such 
limitations, especially the shadow resonances of half-heartedness and now with the Triune 



Grace Commission also having been given birth to, we know there is so much more to come 
that will be Higher and even more Expansive Work.  The Radiation Centres await us as we 
speak! 

In Part 4, Our closing address will permit us to step back to allow the Board to review all that 
has been shared and make enter Their deliberations.  Until then, thank you for All for listening.  
We Are Love With You! 

BENEDICTION:  We Offer Our Gratitude to the Great Equilibrium, That Loving, Vibrant 
Source Energy That We Know as Father Mother Life, in Whose Image We Are Created.  
We Infuse Our Breath with Its Divine Essence, Calling Forth the Joy of the Soul, the 
Love of All Life and the Peaceful, Beauteous, Balanced Harmonies of Nature.  As We 
Do This, We Allow Ourselves to Join in Surrender to the Glorious, Intelligent Rhythms 
of the Cosmos that Fully Encompass Our Ever-Present, Planetary Ascension.  In 
Gratitude, We Attune Our Hearts to the Sound Currents That Emanate and Flow from 
the Great Sustained Silence, the Loving, Vast, Oceanic Force of All That Is.   

 


